
 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES PLANNING REFUSED? 

 

‘Having had our planning permission refused, is there anything we can do? Most 

people look to appeal and often this is worthwhile. Some however find huge hurdles to 

overcome and their task is made all the harder. 

 

‘Ridiculous or controversial plans’ may rightly be rejected with their support harder to 

justify.  Reasonable plans that are in keeping and sympathetic to the locality, that do not 

detract or cause real and legitimate concerns to others, ones that could be presented as a 

benefit to the area, are more likely to succeed. 

 

‘What do you mean by legitimate or ridiculous?’ Everybody’s view may vary on this 

and each authority will have its own. So the plan should be in keeping with the local 

requirement and charter, with any variation justified and supported by evidence of good 

reasons. 

 

Be sure to understand the reason(s) for the original objection.  Is there any movement, 

where directions could be addressed and in what priority. 

 

   
 

‘But other people have already had gates fitted locally and ours are no different!’ Some 

authorities can have different rules for different areas. Whether this is just or fair is a 

constant cause of frustration and not uncommon. Sometimes it seems like heels are 

simply dug in, for little if any real or tangible reason. 

 

          



 

 

‘But why?’ Only the authority truly knows their full reasoning and we could all jump to 

conclusions. Often the reason for having the powered gate installed is not clearly 

expressed, with all the benefits and local enhancements explained.  

 

Authorities, like many others, have been known to assume that an electric gate is just 

flash with little real reason or purpose. The truth however is so far from that, and with so 

many installations benefiting the local area as well as reduced policing and other costly 

support activities councils provide, more knowledgeable authorities are beginning to 

appreciate gate automation accordingly. 

 

      
 

What are all the benefits? Closing & opening gates: protects lives & property; calms 

traffic & allows disabled access; deters vandalism, theft and personal attack, provides 

privacy; restricts pests; stops cut-through’s; unauthorised parking and vehicles turning 

causing highway disruption or obstruction; improved security, convenience, cosmetic 

appearance, value & investment, with community benefit; etc. 

 

      
 

Every day reasonable authorities are known to reconsider when given the bigger picture! 
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